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The teaching practice and the need it addresses: 

Evidence this practice benefits UNLV students: 

Resources and where to find them: 

 
How other UNLV teachers might adopt this practice 

 

     It is possible to tailor this exercise to numerous disciplines and other introductory level 
courses (FYE or 101 level courses). To maximize student involvement, the final topic should 
be of pressing interest and I chose legalizing marijuana (which was timely and very relevant 
to my students), but any hot-button topic may be selected. Furthermore, Kraus, et al. (2013) 
offer nine modules for instructors to choose from, facilitating classroom adoption.  

Truthiness or Evidence-Based Reasoning:  
Critical thinking about emotionally relevant topics: a student evidence-based reasoning 
project: debate, evidence-rating, writing. 

     This practice benefited UNLV students in multiple ways. We addressed several of the 
undergraduate learning outcomes. First, it directly targeted the UULO of Inquiry and Critical 
Thinking, but it also included the Communication UULO, both written and oral. And because 
the topic we researched was a voting issue we were also able to think about and discuss 
concerns related to Citizenship and Ethics. Students were given the opportunity to research a 
topic, and work both independently and in groups. Additionally, it was an ideal opportunity 
to discuss the rules of debate and how educated people comport themselves during factious 
discussions.  
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